Winnipeg (MB) - February 17

The Future of First Nations, Inuit, and Métis Broadcasting: Conversation & Convergence
WINNIPEG (MB) - Delicious Bannock!
WINNIPEG (MB) - Professor Kathleen Buddle introducing elder Leslie Spillet who conducted the opening ceremony.
WINNIPEG (MB) - Kim Wheeler (left) and Rosanna Deechild (right) spoke first with Peter Kulchyski moderating the morning panel.
WINNIPEG (MB) - Gary Farmer and Professor Kathleen Buddle spoke next.
WINNIPEG (MB) - Listen to the [full audio archive](#): “I encourage you to support Native broadcasting, but at the same time I need you to pressure them to be for real.”
WINNIPEG (MB) - Miles Morrisseau on his experience producing Indigenous media and proposing NatCon (LINK).
WINNIPEG (MB) - Listen to the full audio archive.
WINNIPEG (MB) - Afternoon panel getting underway.
WINNIPEG (MB) - Jim Compton, MP Robert-Falcon Ouellette, and Lenard Monkman speaking on youth and community engagement through media.
Thank you to all of our presenters and attendees. Checkout the conference archive: http://indigenousradio.ca/Winnipeg.php